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The Age of 
Longevity:
Standing at

the Threshold



Sustaining the Age of Longevity

● Is Radical Life Extension (RLE)  only for the wealthy?

● How do we offer RLE more broadly?

● Can we afford to treat aging and still retire?

● How will society support a growing number of retirees when fewer 
people die?

● How do we encourage RLE recipients to be productive members of 
society?

● Needed:  A new social contract for a new age

Common Questions:



Civilized nations agree that 
society should diagnose, treat, 
cure and prevent disease at 
public expense.





Aging recognized as a disease

● Will be treated like any other disease

● Treatment will be provided at society’s expense

● RLE will provide a cure for the disease of aging

At present, RLE is mainly an aspiration of the very wealthy



“The wealthy always get 
the best technology first. 
Usually before it is 
perfected.” 

- Ray Kurzweil

Cost (1983): US$3,995 = $9,882 (current $)

Call cost per minute: $0.45 = $1.11



Early technology for the 
wealthy



Improved 
technology for 

everybody



Current System: 
Retirement, Decline and Death
● Retirement at relatively young age, benefits paid for life

● Works only with finite, reasonably predictable lifespan

● Requires increasingly high age for participation

● Unsustainable with indefinite healthy lifespan

https://img.clipartfox.com/666945d3b97975a737c30f501baf867e_people-over-100-years-old-100-year-old-people-clipart_625-833.jpeg



Mortality, 1900 - 2100 (est.) 

https://www.ssa.gov/oact/NOTES/as120/LifeTables_Body.html



Longevity is a gamble:
the longer you live, the 
more benefits you 
receive from society.



Jeanne Calment
Winning the Gamble

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/12/29/world/a-120-year-lease-on-life-outlasts-
apartment-heir.html



A new contract:  Universal RLE

● Receive RLE at society’s expense

● Relinquish claim to retirement at society’s expense

● Exchange indefinite lifespan for indefinite productivity

● Enhance society’s resources instead of depleting them

● Receive care, when needed, at society’s expense



Longevity is a privilege:
the longer you live, the 
more you can contribute to 
society.



Old Social Contract   

● Receive RLE at 
society’s expense

● Contribute to society

● Support yourself 
until/unless able to 
afford retirement

● Society supports you if 
you become disabled

● Contribute to society

● Work until a certain, 
predetermined age

● Enjoy social support 
for the rest of your life

● Age, decline, and die 
a “natural” death

New Social Contract



Support yourself

● Work as long as you can be productive

● Opportunity to change careers many times

● Need not mean working forever

● Achieve economic critical mass

● Support your own retirement

http://www.vermontguides.com/2012/images/graben.jpg



Society has incentive to 
provide RLE
● Social Security and public health are the largest 

items in most countries’ budgets

https://www.ssa.gov/history/percent.html, http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.XPD.PUBL.GX.ZS

● 22% = US budget percentage for Social Security 

● 17% = Global budget percentage for public health
● RLE reduces social expenditure

● RLE promotes productivity



Society should not abandon the 
vulnerable
● Still provide medical care

● Still provide disability payments

● Those who receive RLE will agree to contribute to 

society indefinitely, but only so long as they are able



Society should not create a 
condition of servitude

● Personal Growth

● Leisure

● Exploration

● Periodic sabbaticals

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/41/bb/76/41bb76d650612fdbfa8d19a7b91e7b5d.jpg



People should have options

● New social contract does not require anyone to abandon 

the old one

● Those who choose not to receive RLE still receive 

socially-funded retirement as they age and die.

● Preserves social security for those who need it, and for 

those who want a “normal” old age

Old Age

Long Life



In Summary
● A new social contract

● Society will provide RLE for anybody who wants it

● In exchange, recipients agree to productively contribute to 

society for as long as they are able

● Society will only support those unable to care for 

themselves

● Sabbaticals provide incentive and allow for personal 

growth and exploration
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